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HELLO

Key strengths of Resolution

HELLO

Resolution Awards 2022
 
The prestigious Resolution Awards recognise 
quality and innovation in professional audio 
equipment. Products are nominated in categories 
by a panel of experts across disciplines and are 
voted for exclusively by the readership of 
Resolution magazine via a dedicated portal at 
www.resolutionmag.com.

Nominees and winners always receive strong 
editorial support, and 2022 will see them feature in 
a dedicated digital Focus supplement that will be 
distributed free to all our Newsletter subscribers as 
well as being available via our social media 
channels and website. Winners will be  announced 
in the November/December print issue. Watch this 
space!

In 2022, Resolution will build on its mission to bring you  
the best opportunities in marketing for audio professionals

 It is our pleasure to present Resolution’s 2022 
Editorial Calendar and Media Kit, featuring 
numerous print and digital marketing opportunities 
to meet any size marketing budget. Our focus for 

the coming year is for the Resolution brand to 
maintain the superior market position and quality 
standards you are accustomed to from its print and 
digital editions, as well as further grow the reach of 
our website, newsletter and exciting new Resolution 
Focus digital publications. 

Our 2022 Editorial Calendar features eight issues 
of Resolution; seven of these will be print magazines, 
with one fully digital edition in July/August 
distributed via Issuu, our website, our newsletter and 
social media channels. Additionally, starting March 
2022, the editorial staff will produce a further four of 
our Focus supplements, to further expand our digital 
brand. These supplements will be fully digital, 
size-optimised for reading on screens and mobile 
devices — and built around the subjects of 
Microphones, Reference Monitoring, the 2022 
Resolution Awards Nominees and Immersive Audio. 
Each Focus will feature relevant product insights, 
informative interviews and features tailored to our 
target readership of industry professionals in 
broadcast, post, recording and media production. In 

short, they will be everything you expect from 
Resolution in a new, exciting format that will be 
distributed free to our 9,000 eNewsletter 
subscribers, as well as through our website and 
social outlets. 

While Resolution’s Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram accounts continue to grow organically, 
this year will see further changes to the content 
presentation and layout of our website to better 
serve readers and advertisers, and better represent 
the content from our magazines. Also, our 9,000+ 
subscriber, opt-in Resolution eNewsletter will 
continue on a bi-weekly basis, alongside other 
newsflashes, promotions for new editions and other 
projects.

As always, our commitment to our subscribers 
and YOU — the audio industry’s manufacturers and 
service providers — is to continue to produce highly 
informed content and assist in presenting your 
technological advancements to the marketplace. In 
tandem, we have the opportunity to help shape the 
direction of our industries, and assist in the 
production of superior professional sound. 

It’s what you do, it’s what we do, and we look 
forward to working together to achieve that goal.

Sincerely, The Resolution Team

Resolution, distributed in 60 countries (Europe/UK, parts of Asia, Australia, South 
America and the USA is the next generation audio production publication serving the 
working audio production professional within the recording, post-production, 
broadcast, mastering or multimedia audio production business. By applying strong 
traditional journalism, we inform, educate and demystify technology to assist with the 
creative, technological and business aspects of the industry.
•  Interviews and technique insights with engineers and producers in all the disciplines.
•  Facility visits with an emphasis on the business and technical structure.
•  Product Focus sections taking and overview of the available options in particular 

product ranges, such as reference monitors or mics.  
•  Industry comment and insight from experienced professionals in our key target 

sectors. 
•  Insightful application-based product reviews written by experts who are authoritative 

and unbiased. We cover everything from mixing desks, monitors, microphones and  
outboard processing, to DAWs and software plug-ins. 

•  Business articles to highlight current and future trends shaping the industry. 
•  News, industry events, contacts and appointments. 
•  New products section offers equipment releases updates.
•  And more…

Pro audio in full effect!

AWARDS 2022
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION
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The best editorial in town
Resolution’s team of highly-regarded writers and 

commentators, consistently create an outstanding 
editorial mix every issue, in print and online. 

Our writers have amassed a unique perspective and 
depth of product experience over the years — in the recording 
studio, in broadcast, in post-production — so we can always pair 
the right reviewer with the most appropriate piece of kit to 
ensure comprehensive coverage.

Resolution is targeted at people who buy and use your 
equipment for a living. It satisfies the information requirement of 
modern practitioners with a uniquely focused package of 
content. News and analysis covers industry sales, contracts and 

appointments. The products section serves up a slice of current 
equipment releases and updates.

Sections you can expect to see every issue.
Craft — Craft articles concern themselves with the ‘how to’ 
aspect of what readers do for a living.
Reviews — The Resolution reviewers have amassed a wealth  
of experience that is unmatched anywhere in the industry. Our 
people know our stuff! 
Technology — Resolution is ahead of the pack in its approach to 
new and existing technologies.
Broadcast — We remain a definitive route to broadcast sound 
practitioners!

Erica Basnicki
Erica stumbled into the world of writing for 
the pro audio industry after completing her 
audio engineering education, and hasn’t 
looked back. She writes extensively about 

live and studio sound, and has a keen interest in 
emerging audio applications such as AR/VR and spatial 
audio. 

Mike Aiton
Mike Aiton was weaned at the BBC over 
30 years ago. He is mainly found in his 
Twickenham dubbing suite, 
Mikerophonics, thrashing gear to within an 

inch of its life. In his spare time he takes therapy for his 
poor jazz guitar playing and his addiction to skiing 
and Nikon lenses.

Russell Cottier
Russell is a record producer and mixer as 
well as a pro-audio journalist. He’s worked 
with chart-topping and award-winning 
acts including the Royal Philharmonic 

Orchestra and Sly & Robbie. Russell is primarily based 
at Parr Street Studios, Liverpool. 

Jon Thornton
Jon is an engineer, educator and writer. He 
has been Head of Sound Technology at 
The Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts 
since its inception in 1996, helping to 

deliver the next generations of audio professionals. He 
has written for Resolution since v1.1.

George Shilling
George is a producer, engineer and 
musician with a CV including Yazz (The 
Only Way Is Up), The Soup Dragons (I’m 
Free), Steve Winwood, Mike Oldfield, 

James Brown, Frank Turner and Tony Iommi (Black 
Sabbath).

Dennis Baxter
A multi Emmy Award-winner, Dennis has 
worked in the broadcast industry for over 
30 years as a sound designer and sound 
mixer. He has engineered the sound for 

the Commonwealth Games, World Cup, NASCAR, 
and hundreds of other sporting events around the 
world including the Atlanta, Sydney, Salt  
Lake, Athens, Beijing, Vancouver and London Games.

Barry Rudolph
Having engineered his first #1 record in 1972, 
Barry went on to work on 30+ gold/
platinum records by artists including Rod 
Stewart, Daryl Hall and John Oates, Enrique 

Iglesias, Steve Cropper, Mick Jagger and others — 
winning Grammys along the way. He now runs his Tones 
4 $ Studios and is a  lifetime Grammy-voting member of 
NARAS. He teaches audio engineering, and is  a prolific 
writer for print publications and online blogs, as well as a 
beta tester for new equipment and software.

Danny Turner
Danny emerged from the late ’70s synthesiser 

revolution to channel his love of electronic 
music into writing about the icons that 
made it.

David Davies
David is a journalist, editor and conference producer 

specialising in audio and broadcast 
technologies. He is a regular contributor to 
IBC 365 and numerous  
print titles.

Rob Speight
Rob has been working in the audio industry for longer 

than he can remember: in radio, live sound, 
theatre and post. He’s also a pretty good 
pilot.

David Kennedy 
Ten years ago, David became a freelance dubbing 

mixer and has mainly worked on 
broadcast docos ever since. His 
greatest achievement has to be 
making many hundreds of hours of 
factual entertainment intelligible for 

the  
viewing public. 

Tim Oliver
Tim’s been a freelance engineer/
producer for over 35 years, starting his 
career in the heady days of Manchester 
in the 1980s working with the Stone 
Roses, Happy Mondays and New Order. 
He’s had a base at Real World for ten 

years and for the last three has been involved in the 
management of the commercial studios.

Kevin Hilton

Kevin trained as a radio journalist and 
worked in reporting, technical operations, 
production and presentation before 
becoming a magazine writer.

John Broomhall
John has worked in a variety of roles 
(composer, sound designer, producer, 
music supervisor and head of audio) on 
dozens of videogames including F1 GP, 
Guitar Hero, American Idol, and Forza 

Motorsport. 

Simon Clark
Simon Clark is a freelance location drama 
recordist and head of location sound 
recording at the National Film & TV 
School in the UK.

Ed Lister
Ed is a highly-seasoned freelance 
broadcast camera operator working with 
the likes of ITV/BBC, while also 
producing high-end content for the web.

John Moore, editor/content manager
John entered the world of audio technology while studying for his 
degree in Film & Television Studies then extending his audio 
production knowledge in pursuit of his personal musical career. 
After six-years as editor of the UK magazine Music Mart, he turned 
his attention to freelance writing to cover pro audio as well as IT, 
film, TV and music for a range of outlets across the ensuing years.

What are HRIR and HRTF?

Three-dimensional (3D) audio is 

rapidly becoming a new 

production and delivery standard 

for music and fi lm content as well 

as for various virtual and 

augmented reality (VR/AR) applications. To 

ensure high levels of immersion and realism in 

VR, 360° video must be accompanied by 360° 

binaural audio with a head tracking technology, 

so that sound images are always localised at 

their corresponding visual positions while the 

user rotates the head. A direct binaural 

recording with a dummy head is not suitable for 

this purpose as the microphone has a fi xed 

orientation. 
To allow user-interaction of image positions 

according to the head orientation, individual 

sound sources or Ambisonically decoded 

signals need to be processed with Head-Related 

Impulse Responses, a set of fi lters that contain 

the aural fi ngerprints of diff erent directions of 

arrival (DoA) of sound. As the shape of the 

external ear (i.e. pinna) is so complex that a 

sound arriving from every diff erent direction is 

refl ected and scattered by the pinna in a 

diff erent way, giving rise to a unique frequency 

response the specifi c DoA. The frequency 

response of a HRIR is the so-called HRTF 

(Head-Related Transfer Function). While 

Interaural Time Diff erence (ITD) and Interaural 

Level Diff erence (ILD) are the main cues for 

horizontal auditory localisation, the HRTF plays 

a crucial role for accurately localising sounds 

arriving vertically or from the back. 

Need for individual HRTF

Traditionally, HRIR datasets created using a 

dummy head, such as Knowles KEMAR 

(Resolution V15.4) or Neumann KU100, have 

been widely used for spatial audio research and 

binaural rendering tools. Artifi cial external ears 

used for dummy head microphones are 

modelled from many people’s ear shapes and 

sizes, and therefore HRIRs obtained from such 

microphones are of human ‘average’. They 

usually work reasonably well for binaurally 

panned sources in the horizontal plane, although 

they could often cause a front-back confusion 

especially in the median plane (e.g. 0° and 180° 

azimuth angles). However, the main problem 

with generalised HRTFs is poor accuracy in 

vertical localisation. 

Auditory elevation perception relies on the 

positions and magnitudes of peaks and notches 

present at frequencies above around 5kHz, but 

the thing is that they vary considerably person-

to-person because the ear size and the pinna 

shape are highly individual. This is one of the 

reasons why some people (including myself) 

really struggle to localise elevated sounds with 

generalised HRTFs. However, if HRTFs were 

properly measured with your own ears, there 

would be much less chance for the brain to be 

confused in resolving directional cues. In 

binaural rendering of 3D audio, using individual

HRTFs could substantially improve front/back 

localisation accuracy as well as vertical one. 

Measuring individual HRTF

However, what hinders individual HRTFs from 

being widely used is the tedious and 

complicated acquisition process as well as the 

lack of accessibility to the required facility. My 

research is concerned with spatial perception in 

3D sound recording and reproduction, and I 

often need to measure several subjects’ HRTFs 

in my lab for binaural listening tests. 

Acquiring accurate HRIRs with a high 

directional resolution is always a delicate and 

time-consuming task. Not only that mounting 

and fi xing a miniature microphone at the correct 

position at the ear canal entrance of each 

subject could be a tricky job, but also there are a 

series of post-processing tasks to be performed 

to obtain reliable HRIRs. As a subject, you would 

have to sit down still with your head position 

fi xed for a long time while the measurement is 

taking place. Last time I got mine measured, it 

took nearly an hour! Most of all, you would need 

a special facility and expert skills in signal 

processing to be able to obtain a high-quality 

set of individual HRIRs. This is why they are still 

mainly used only in academic research. 

Photogrammetry
For the above reasons, I was so delighted when 

Genelec announced Aural ID last year because it 

makes HRTF acquisition much easier and 

quicker — and most importantly — makes 

high-precision 3D audio experience more 

accessible for everyone. Rather than physically 

measuring HRIRs, Aural ID simply uses a 

photogrammetry technique to synthesise 

individual HRIRs based on the anthropometric 

data of your ears. 

In other words, the way a sound wave from a 

specifi c DoA (Direction of Arrival) is refl ected 

inside the pinna and by the shoulder can be 

predicted based on the head size, the shape of 

the pinna and the distance between ear and 

shoulder. Aural ID HRIRs are delivered in the 

SOFA (Spatially Oriented Format for Acoustics) 

format, which is an AES standard fi le format for 

storing and reading spatial audio impulse 

responses. All that is required from your end is 

to make a video recording of your head and 

torso using your smartphone and send it to the 

Genelec Aural ID team.

How does it sound then?

For this review, I subjectively compared my 

Aural ID HRIRs against a KEMAR dummy head 

HRIR dataset as well as my other set of 

individual HRIRs measured using the traditional 

method (I will call this ‘physical’ HRIRs for 

convenience). I tested them in several diff erent 

scenarios. 
Firstly, I wanted to examine horizontal and 

vertical localisation accuracies of the HRIRs 

using a single sound source binauralised for 

various target positions. I used a custom Max 

patch written using the APL’s SOFA for Max 

objects (Figure x, available at https://doi.

org/10.5281/zenodo.3268541) to binauralise a 

noise burst and some anechoic musical sources. 

This patch allowed me to easily move the 

binaural image to diff erent target azimuth and 

elevation angles, and also quickly switch 

between the three diff erent SOFA fi les. 

My fi rst impression was that the horizontal 

imaging of Aural ID was impressively accurate 

— there was no perceivable spatial diff erence to 

the physical BRIRs, which I know work 

22 / January/February 2020

Reviews

Genelec Aural ID
DR HYUNKOOK LEE tests a system that promises quick, 

personalised HRTFs for 3D audio listeners
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Easy to read, smart 
and clear design

Nigel Jopson, editor-at-large
Since stepping down as full-time editor of Resolution in 2019, Nigel 
has continued to apply his extensive experience of technology and 
the music industry to a range of projects for the magazine, and as 
a key member of the team. As a producer and engineer, he has 
worked with artists such as Bauhaus, The Go-Betweens, John 
Mayall, Nena, Van Morrison, Roger Waters and many more.
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All artwork should be created using CMYK images at 300ppi and export a 
high resolution print-compliant PDF file with fonts and images embedded 
and 3mm bleed with trim marks included. 

Photoshop/llustrator users: please supply a flattened CMYK file at 300ppi and 
uncheck ‘Preserve Illustrator Editing Capabilities’ in the ‘Save Adobe PDF’ 
dialogue box (under ‘options’) then save as a high Resolution CMYK PDF file 
(see: http://www.bit.ly/optimise-PDF for more information). Please note: 
hyperlinks for the digital publication will not work with pixelated text or 
outlined fonts.
Contact: Dean Cook for further information on +44 1273 911730,  
email: dean@resolutionmag.com

AUDIENCE/PRINT

PRINT: Reaching 7,500 readers in Europe and beyond

• Readers who specify and buy equipment 

• A circulation that responds to new markets 

• Quality readership on a worldwide level

• Distributed in 60 countries 

• A truly international take on professional audio! 

Classified Showcase adverts 
(Minimum of 3 consecutive issues, prepayment on a minimum of 3).

Standard:   £300 per entry 
Premium Horizontal/Vertical:   £420 per entry 
See below chart for 'Showcase' dimensions

Article PDFs and reprints
We offer a PDF package at £165 per page that includes print 
and screen resolution PDFs and the copyright clearance to use 
the article for your own marketing purposes.

Inserts 
Use Resolution to deliver your marketing material.  
Insert weight (per 1,000) 0-10g 10-20g 20-30g 
Loose  £310 £390 £480 
Heavier weights on application. Fixed position, belly band and 
special options upon application.

Rate card
See US rate card for $US prices

Advert sizes / Artwork specifications

Advert sizes x1 x4  x8

Half Double Page Spread  £2962 £2739 £2511

Full Page  £2681 £2488 £2420

Junior Page £2151 £1913 £1827

1/2 Page Horizontal/Vertical £1547 £1424 £1303

1/3 Page Horizontal/Vertical £1040 £955 £929

1/4 Page Vertical £811 £777 £713

Outside Back Cover. Series only  - - £3209 £2928

Inside Front Cover. Series only  - - £2986 £2731

All pricing correct as of December 2021 and subject to VAT.

490mm wide x 140mm high

HALF DOUBLE 
PAGE SPREAD

245mm wide x
297mm high

FULL PAGE

68mm wide x
128mm high

142mm wide x
62mm high

68mm wide x
62mm high

SHOWCASE
STANDARD

SHOWCASE
PREMIUM 
HORIZONTAL

SHOWCASE
PREMIUM 
VERTICAL

105mm wide x
250mm high

216mm wide x
125mm high

142mm wide x
194mm high

JUNIOR 
VERTICAL

HALF 
HORIZONTAL

HALF 
VERTICAL

105mm wide x
125mm high

68mm wide x
250mm high

216mm wide x
82mm high

THIRD 
HORIZONTAL

THIRD 
VERTICAL

QUARTER 
VERTICAL

December 2021

REST OF WORLD 8%
NORTH AMERICA 6%

UK & IRELAND 46%
EUROPE 40%
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NEWSLETTERS

SOCIAL MEDIA

WEBSITE

DIGITAL ‘FOCUS’ EDITIONS

36%

4400

10

FREE!

OPEN RATE 36%, CLICKTHRU RATE 6%  
based on c.9,000 subscribers.

4,400 Facebook and 1020 Instagram followers. 
As of December 2022, all uploads are presented to 
both Facebook, Instagram and Twitter accounts.

www.resolutionmag.com is 
now available in 10 language 
translations, extending 
geographic reach to new 
territories. Further upgrades 
in 2022 will significantly 
enhance this growing 
resource and archive. 

Resolution Focus is our new, free, digital supplement 
format, sent out free to our Newsletter and magazine 
subscribers. 2022 will see four Focus specials, each with 
their own range of dynamic advertising opportunities 
including video embeds, links and banners.

REPORT 
/  Monitor Speaker Focus

REVIEWED 
/  Trinnov D-sub and La Remote

REVEALED 
/  The development of NIRO

The

Digital Supplement

Monitor Focus

D21.1
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DIGITAL: A database of 9,000 names!
Resolution offers a variety of digital opportunities alongside the core printed 
magazine to provide a complete marketing package. First quarter 2022 will 
conclude the transition of all digital content to an improved upgraded SEO 
strategy to ensure a greater reach between and beyond all our digital offering. 

Resolution newsletter — double the info! 
The Resolution twice-monthly newsletter provides updates on pro audio news stories, 
as well as links to interview and feature content in an easily digestible package. The 
newsletters have enjoyed a better-than-sector average OPEN RATE (OR) of 36%, and 
CLICKTHRU RATE (CTR) of 6% to the end of 2021, improving on our pre-pandemic 
statistics.   
 
Resolution website 
Resolution website has significantly widened its geographic reach since  installing 10 
language translation widgets to the site. 2021 will see further cosmetic and operational 
changes to the way the site works in order to increase views and search opportunities. 
This move, along with the reformatting of our archive material from PDF format will 
help keep Resolution a busy and vibrant online presence, as well as maximise views for 
banner advertising. 

Social media
As for December 2020, our ever-growing Facebook presence of 4,400 followers, 
1,185 Instagram followers  and 1,670 on Twitter due to our upgraded software, all 
digital media will cross pollenate whereby increasing audience coverage and 
impressions.
 
Digital newsletter (two per month)
Number of months   Price
Letter Box Banner (560x150 pixels)  A  £625 
 

Website (per month)
Number of months   Price 
Leader Banner   (936x180 pixels)  B  £575  

Standard digital ad formats

All pricing correct as of December 2021 and subject to VAT.

CHINA 21%
USA 20%
UK 15%
GERMANY 4%
CANADA 3%

FRANCE 3%
ITALY 3%
FINLAND 2%
NETHERLANDS 2%
OTHERS 27%

 USA 27%
 UK 25%
GERMANY 8%

NETHERLANDS 8%
BELGIUM 5%
OTHERS 27%

PRODUCTION 26%
POST-PRODUCTION 31%
BROADCAST 32%
OTHER 11%

*Email list breakdown of more than 
c9,000 names. December 2021.

Website users by country

Newsletter opens by country

Online by category

B A
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Contacts
Editor/Content Manager  
John Moore, john@resolutionmag.com

Editor-at-Large
Nigel Jopson, nigel@resolutionmag.com

Chief Executive Officer 
Stuart Allen, stuart@resolutionmag.com, +44 (0)7999 847715

Chief Operating Officer — Publishing, Sales & Marketing 
Jeff Turner, jturner@resolutionmag.com
UK/Europe: +44 (0)117 318 5041 • USA: +1 415 307 7337 

Director of Production
Dean Cook, dean@resolutionmag.com, +44 (0)1273 911730

Finance & Accounts Manager
Judith Clegg, judith@resolutionmag.com, +44 (0)7977 104648

www.resolutionmag.com
Published by S2 Publications Ltd
c/o 221 Commercial, 71-75 Shelton Street, 
Covent Gardens, London, WC2H 9JQ

V22.1 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2022
Ad deadline 10 January
Publication date 29 January

SHOW: ISE, Barcelona

V22.2 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

MARCH 2022
Ad deadline 21 February
Publication date 10 March

SPOTLIGHT: MICROPHONES
SHOW: NAB, Las Vegas

FOCUS D22.1 • DIGITAL ONLY (FREE)

Microphone Focus
Ad deadline 17 March
Publication date 23 March 

DIGITAL SUPPLEMENT FREE TO OVER 
9,000 NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

V22.3 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

APRIL/MAY 2022
Ad deadline 21 March
Publication date 15 April 

SPOTLIGHT: MASTERING  
ROUND TABLE
SHOW: ProLight & Sound, Frankfurt
SHOW: Media Production Show, London

V22.4 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

JUNE 2022
Ad deadline 4 May
Publication date 23 May 

 

SPOTLIGHT: REFERENCE/MONITOR
SHOW: NAMM, Anaheim

 

FOCUS D22.2 • DIGITAL ONLY (FREE)

Monitor Focus
Ad deadline 16 June
Publication date 22 June

DIGITAL SUPPLEMENT FREE TO OVER 
9,000 NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

V22.5 • AVAILABLE DIGITAL ONLY

JULY/AUGUST 2022
Ad deadline 23 June
Publication date 20 July

SPOTLIGHT: WOMEN IN AUDIO

FOCUS D22.3 • DIGITAL ONLY (FREE)

Resolution Awards Focus
Ad deadline 5 August
Publication date 15 August

DIGITAL SUPPLEMENT FREE TO OVER 
9,000 NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

V22.6 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

SEPTEMBER 2022
Ad deadline 19 August
Publication date 29 August
 

SPOTLIGHT: AOIP BROADCAST/
RECORDING
SHOW: PLASA, London
SHOW: IBC, Amsterdam (Audio@IBC)

V22.7 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

OCTOBER 2022
Ad deadline 7 September
Publication date 26 September

 
 SPOTLIGHT: IMMERSIVE AUDIO

SHOW: AES, NYC

V22.8 • AVAILABLE PRINT/DIGITAL

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER  2022
Ad deadline 14 October
Publication date 21 November

SPOTLIGHT: RESOLUTION AWARD 
WINNERS

FOCUS D22.4 • DIGITAL ONLY (FREE)

Immersive Audio Focus
Ad deadline 1 December
Publication date 7 December

DIGITAL SUPPLEMENT FREE TO OVER 
9,000 NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

Additional print copies will be freely distributed at all shows mentioned above.  
DISCLAIMER: All product spotlights are subject to change without notice
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Facility

 A
ward-winning music mixers Pete 

Cobbin and Kirsty Whalley were 

based at Abbey Road Studios in 

London for more than 20 years before 

they took the plunge and set up their own 

Dolby Atmos mixing room, Such Sweet 

Thunder. Four years on, Resolution caught up 

with them to find out how life has been since 

the move — and to discover more about their 

new AoIP workflows which allow analogue and 

digital technology to be combined in entirely 

new ways. “So musical a discord, such sweet 

thunder”!

The pair of you have worked together for a 

long time — what are your respective 

backgrounds and how did your professional 

relationship come about?

Pete Cobbin (PC): I started my career in Sydney 

with an EMI traineeship — old school record 

production, learning how to be a studio 

engineer. The record company and studio were 

in one building, so it was a great introduction to 

all aspects of the business. By a circuitous route 

I was offered a job at Abbey Road Studios and 

came to the UK in 1995 thinking I’d be here for a 

couple of years, but London soon became 

home. 
I was offered the opportunity to work on 

fabulous projects, including new re-mixing 

projects for the Beatles, and I was also drawn 

to film scoring. This was how I met Kirsty who 

was then a freelance film engineer, and 

everything just clicked with how we liked to 

work. Our overlapping skills complimented 

each other and I quickly realised she was one 

of the most talented engineers I had ever 

worked with — we both shared a passion for 

recording and mixing.

Kirsty Whalley (KW): I was obsessed with 

music as a kid and played in orchestras and 

bands. When someone lent me a 4-track 

Tascam Portastudio, I realised that recording 

was what I wanted to do so I enrolled for the 

/ Kirsty Whalley and Pete Cobbin (at a more traditional ‘desk’ than the thunderDesk)

Such Sweet Thunder
SUSIE ELLIOT meets the dynamic duo mixing it up over  

AoIP in a Dolby Atmos studio
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